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Philosophy Forum Colloquium

(1) Goals
The purpose of the Colloquium is to give graduate students a wider understanding of the professional side of philosophy, of the current issues, the different schools of thought, the leading figures, the conceptions the profession has of itself, and of the profession’s relations to contemporary society and culture.

(2) Requirements
The requirements are attendance of the Philosophy Forum on Mondays, 3:10-4:30 pm and of the Colloquium, skilled participation in the Colloquium discussions, and intelligent reading of the assigned texts. Participation in the Forum discussions is strongly encouraged.

(3) Times and Places
The Colloquium meets every Wednesday, 9:10-10:00 am in LA 146. The Forums will take place on Mondays, 3:10-4:30 pm in the GBB123 when the Forum cosponsors the Student-Faculty Seminar of the President’s Lecture Series and in the Pope Room of the Law School otherwise unless another time and location is indicated on the Forum announcement.